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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) introduced in his book Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), he 

wrote that ancient Chinese people and ancient Korean people used Tcheonzamun as the textbook for their children for 

Chinese character. The present researcher translated Tcheonzamun poem through the meaning of Chinese character. This 

time, the poem of (Tcheonzamun 273rd-288
th

) was selected for the translation. The title of this translation is „My father 

Ilsoo Joseph gave me a desk when I was pupil of senior high school‟, and from the Tcheonzamun the poem of 

(Tcheonzamun 273rd-288
th

) was chosen for the translation. <Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation 

of Korean language in English alphabet)> 285-288 言(Eon) 辭(Sa) 安(An) 定(Zeong) Now I, Augustin, used to talk a lot 

things (辭), but my wife Hyeonhi only talks warm words which can be reached to others (言). If I do the thing which I 

think good (定), at that time others can understand my word (安). 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), ancient Chinese people and ancient Korean people, „My 

father Ilsoo Joseph gave me a desk when I was pupil of senior high school‟, Now I, Augustin, used to talk a lot things (辭

), but my wife Hyeonhi only talks warm words which can be reached to others (言). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) introduced in his book Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), he wrote 

that ancient Chinese people and ancient Korean people used Tcheonzamun as the textbook for their children for Chinese 

character. Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated several Tcheonzamun poems. This time, Tcheonzamun 

273rd-288
th

 was selected and it was translated. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The present researcher translated Tcheonzamun poem through the meaning of Chinese character. This time, the 

poem of (Tcheonzamun 273rd-288
th

) was selected for the translation. 

 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title of this translation is „My father Ilsoo Joseph gave me a desk when I was pupil of senior high school‟, 

and from the Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) the poem of (Tcheonzamun 273rd-288
th
) was chosen for the 

translation. The next is the result of the present research. 
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Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

273-276 川(Tcheon) 流(Lyu) 不(Bul) 息(Sig) If you do not (不) want that the stream stop (息), the stream (川) 

must flow(流) continuously. 

 

It is natural that when the stream flows, the stream does not stop! 

 

277-280 淵(Yeon) 澄(Zing) 取(Tchui) 映(Yeong) If we make the water clean (澄), and then we can see deeply 

the water (淵), for example, on a river. The water can take all of the things. The water on the river can contain (取) the 

heaven, the cloud, the human-being as if it is a great mirror (映). 

 

281-284 容(Yong) 止(Zi) 若(Yag) 思(Sa) In order to manage (止) my behavior (容), I must start to think (思) 

the behavior in my mind . And then, it will be possible (若) to manage my behavior! 

 

285-288 言(Eon) 辭(Sa) 安(An) 定(Zeong) Now I, Augustin, used to talk a lot things (辭), but my wife Hyeonhi 

only talks warm words which can be reached to others (言). If I do the thing which I think good (定), at that time others 

can understand my word (安). 
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